The University of Minnesota is a world-class public research university with $650 million in annual research spending and a long history of innovation — firsts that have changed the state and the world.

The University is based in a vibrant, urban setting next to the Mississippi River. Minnesota is known as the Land of 10,000 Lakes, with abundant natural beauty, cultural attractions, recreational resources, and thriving business.

Students at the University of Minnesota come from all 50 states and from 142 nations, forming a diverse student body with many cross-cultural opportunities, including more than 600 student organizations.
If the degree is not specified, both Ph.D. and masters degrees are offered.

Accountancy: MAcc
Addiction Studies: Certificate
Additional Teaching Licensure Program
Administrative Licensure
Adult Basic Education Licensure
Adult Education: Certificate, MEd
Adult Literacy: Certificate
Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics
Agriculture Education: Lic-MEd ILP, Prof Study-
Agricultural Engineering—see Bioproducts
Agronomy—see Applied Plant Sciences
American Studies: PhD
Animal Sciences
Anthropology
Applied Economics
Applied Kinesiology: DAPE-MEd
Applied Kinesiology: HealthEd-MEd ILP
Applied Kinesiology: PhysEd-MEd ILP
Applied Kinesiology—Sports Exercise Science: MEd
Applied Kinesiology—Sport Mgmt: MEd
Applied Plant Sciences: MS, PhD
• Agronomy/Agroecology
• Horticulture
• Plant Breeding/Molecular Genetics
Architecture: MArch & MS
• Sustainable Design: MS
• Metropolitan Design: MS
• Heritage Conserv and Preservation: MS
Art: MFA
Art Education—see Educ Curr & Inst
Art History: MA
Arts & Cultural Leadership: MPS
Asian Literatures, Cultures, & Media
Astrophysics

Audiology: AuD
Biochem, Molec Biol & Biophysics: PhD
Bioethics: MA
Biological Science: MBioSci
Biomedical Engineering
Biomed Informatics & Computational Biol
Bioproducts & Biosystems Science, Engineering, & Management
Biostatistics*
Business Administration: PhD, MBA*
Business Analytics: MS
Business Taxation: MRT
Career and Technology Educ: Certificate
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Physics
Chemistry
Child Psychology: PhD
Civil Engineering
Classical & Near Eastern Studies
• Classics
• Greek
• Latin
• Religions in Antiquity: MA
Clinical Physiology & Movement Science
• Clinical Movement Science: Certificate
• Clinical Physiology: Certificate
Clinical Research: MS*
Cognitive Science: PhD
Communication Studies—also see Mass Comm
Communication Studies
Comparative & Molecular Biosciences: PhD
Comparative Literature: PhD
Comparative Studies in Discourse & Society: PhD
Computer Science
Conservation Biology: MS, PhD
• Fisheries & Aquatic Biology
Creative Writing: MFA
Data Science: MS
Dentistry: DDS*, MS
Design—Apparel Studies: MA, MS, PhD
Design—Graphic Design: MA, MS, MFA, PhD
Design—Housing Studies: MA, MS, PhD
Design—Interior Design: MA, MS, PhD
Development Practice: MDP
Disability Policy and Services: Certificate
Dual Lang and Immersion Education: Certificate
Early Childhood Education: MEd ILP
Early Childhood Policy: Certificate
Earth Sciences—Biogeology
Earth Sciences—Earth Sciences
Earth Sciences—Geology
Earth Sciences—Geophysics
Earth Sciences—Hydrogeology
Ecology, Evolution, & Behavior
Economics: PhD

Education—Curriculum & Instruction
• Alternative Pathway World Lang Cult: MEd ILP
• Art Education: MEd ILP, MEd only, MA, PhD
• Culture & Technology: PhD
• Elementary Educ: MEd ILP, MA, PhD
• English Educ: MEd ILP, MEd only
• Interdisciplinary Studies: MEd
• Learning Technologies: MEd, MA, PhD
• Literacy Education: MEd, MA, PhD
• Math Education: MEd ILP, MEd only, MA
• Science Education: MEd ILP, MEd only, MA
• Sci Tech Eng and Math Educ: PhD
• Second Lang & Cult Educ: MEd ILP, MEd only, MA, PhD
• Social Studies Education: MEd ILP, MA, PhD

Education: additional MEd programs*

Educational Psychology
• Counseling Student & Personnel Psych: MA
• Psych Foundations
• Quantitative Methods in Education
• School Psychology: PhD
• Special Education: MA, PhD, MEd, MEd Licensure & Additional Licensure

Electrical Engineering
Elementary Educ—see Educ Curric & Inst

English
Entomology
Environmental Health*
Epidemiology*
Experimental & Clinical Pharmacology
Family Education: MEd
• Parent Ed Teaching License: MEd
Family Social Science
Feminist Studies: PhD
Financial Mathematics: MFM
Fisheries—see Conservation Biology
Food Science
French
French Studies: Certificate
Fundamentals of Quantitative Finance: Cert
Fund Quant Finance: Distance Cert
Genetics—see Molecular, Cellular Dev Biol
Geogenic Engineering: MGeoE, MS
Geographic Information Science: MGIS
Geography
Germanic Studies: MA, PhD
• German
• Germanic & Medieval Studies
• Scandinavian Studies: M.A.
Greek—see Classical & Near Eastern Studies
Health Communication: MA
Health Informatics: MHI, MS, PhD
Health Serv Research—Policy & Admin*
Hispanic & Lusophone Literatures, Cultures, & Linguistics: PhD
• Hispanic Linguistics: MA

(Continued on next page)
The University of Minnesota offers graduate and professional degrees in virtually every field—from medicine to business, law to liberal arts and education to science and engineering.
TUITION & FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Assistantships: For graduate students, the most common financial assistance comes through graduate assistantships—teaching or research under the direction of a faculty member. Assistantships are awarded by individual graduate programs. Almost half of all graduate students at the University of Minnesota receive full or partial tuition funding through graduate research or teaching assistantships. These positions also offer competitive salaries and health insurance.

Fellowships: Graduate fellowships, awards based on academic merit, are available to incoming and currently enrolled graduate students at the University of Minnesota. For more information see: www.grad.umn.edu

Living expenses: Living expenses for graduate and professional students are estimated at $15,000 per academic year.

PROGRAM RANKINGS
Many of the University of Minnesota’s programs are ranked among the best in the world by such organizations as the National Research Council, the Center for Measuring University Performance, U.S. News & World Report, and the Academic Ranking of World Universities at Shanghai Jiao Tong University.

TEST SCORES
Many, but not all, graduate and professional programs at the University require standardized tests like the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, etc. Please check to see if your program requires the test. You can find preferred scores on program websites or by contacting the program directly.

TOEFL, IELTS, or MELAB: Most degree programs require a minimum score of 79 on the Internet-based TOEFL (plus section scores of at least 21 on the writing section and 19 on the reading section), 550 on the paper-based TOEFL, 6.5 on IELTS, or 80 on MELAB. Many programs have higher minimum requirements.

HOUSING OPTIONS
Housing is available for graduate students in residence halls on campus or in off-campus housing in Minneapolis or St. Paul. There are also wonderful housing opportunities for students with families. For more information visit www.housing.umn.edu.

DIVERSE COMMUNITIES
Minnesota has the fourth highest rate of minority population increase in the country. More than 7,440 students of color are pursuing degrees on the Twin Cities campus. Of these students, more than 1,600 are enrolled in graduate school programs.

For more information about our campus diversity initiatives please refer to: https://diversity.umn.edu/gradeducation/. Minnesota welcomes faculty, staff, and students from around the world. International students comprise 25 percent of the graduate student population at the University of Minnesota and contribute greatly to the diversity of world views in their programs.

The Twin Cities is one of the largest and most cosmopolitan metro areas in the United States, while at the same time offering peaceful settings of lakes and parks. You can find out much more about the Twin Cities on our “Wish You Were Here” website at http://www1.umn.edu/wishyouwerehere.

APPLICATION CHECKLIST FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

☐ Apply for admission using the online application form.
☐ Upload your academic transcripts and other required materials directly to the application.
☐ Pay the application fee: $75 for U.S. applicants and permanent residents; $95 for international applicants.

Application deadlines vary by program, so please check with your program to confirm deadlines. The most popular deadlines are in December and January. Most programs also require letters of recommendation, statements, test scores (such as GRE), and English language proficiency test scores for international applicants.

To request information: Z.UMN.EDU/GRADINFO

2014/2015 Tuition & Fees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Resident</th>
<th>Resident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School</td>
<td>$24,760*</td>
<td>$16,538*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.B.A.</td>
<td>$47,240</td>
<td>$37,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law (JD)</td>
<td>$50,808**</td>
<td>$43,320**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This is the average tuition and fees per academic year; some degree programs charge different amounts. Visit https://onestop.umn.edu/finances/costs_and_tuition

** This amount includes tuition and fees and excludes optional health insurance and 1L laptop purchase.